
MASTER MINDSET
SHIFTING HUMAN PERSPECTIVE

Diane has developed an experiential skill set that shifts

human perspective to the infinite master mindset of being,

doing and having more.Her rare ability to break down

complex issues into simple shortcuts and connect with

people on a higher level, elevates and energises her

audiences to embody physical, emotional, mental, financial

and spiritual change.Diane doesn’t sell ‘concepts’ of

enlightenment, motivation or freedom. She shares tried-

and-tested insights and strategies which have generated

significant success and fulfilment in her own life.

#CORONAVIRUS
TO #CONSCIOUSNESS

In Master Mindset, Diane presents 21 ways you can master

your life as the coronavirus wreaks havoc across the planet.

Within the pages of this pithy, pragmatic handbook, she guides

you through 21 chapters each with actionable exercises

designed to be read in under 21 minutes. One chapter a day for

twenty-one days and you’re well on your way to energizing

life-changing habits with a Master Mindset. 

 

By the time the pandemic has passed, you’ll be primed to

launch into the world, ready to be more, do more of what

matters, and have more of what counts.

What people  say  about

M A S T E R
M I N D S E T

I liken Diane’s work to that of Wayne Dyer who has inspired

and helped so many around the world. The tools Diane shares

are lifelong strategies for creating a life of meaning,

connection and possibility.” - Tracy Costa, GradDipPsych (Adv)

 

"Finally, a helpful book for these times! Away from the fear

mongering, gossip and chaos of Covid19, Diane Demetre

brings common sense and a fresh new perspective in this

knowledge-based publication, along with actionable steps and

exercises.Away from the fluffy feel  good but short-lived

advice out there, this book has quality substance and clarity

and above all, shows ways we can move forward now with

elegance and regain the peace of mind we are all craving." -

Amber Demas, Solopreneur



“Unprecedented times call for the Truth to be told in unprecedented ways.”
 
In Master Mindset, Diane Demetre presents 21 ways you can master
your life as the virus wreaks havoc across the planet. Within the pages of
this pithy, pragmatic handbook, she guides you to shift from your limited
fear-based human perspective to the infinite Master Mindset of Being,
where you’ll experience the unalterable Truth of knowing that you are
far more than what you’re experiencing and demonstrating.  
 
Blending science, personal empowerment and spirituality, Diane shares
her wisdom gained from owning successful businesses, decades of
intense self-scrutiny and conscious living. She condenses her forty-plus
years teaching, counselling, coaching and leading teams of people into
simple, yet effective strategies that you can immediately implement to
master your mindset.
 
Each of the 21 chapters and its actionable exercise is designed to be
read in under 21 minutes to help you anchor in the insightful lesson. If
you read one chapter a day for twenty-one days and consciously
practice the simple exercises, you’re well on your way to energizing life-
changing habits with a Master Mindset. 
 
By the time the pandemic has passed, you’ll be primed to launch into
the world, ready to be more, do more of what matters, and have more
of what counts.
 
Master Mindset is the perfect companion to transform self-isolation into
self-nourishment and eventually into self-realization. And all it takes is
one quantum shift of perspective!

In Master Mindset you’ll learn to:

- Expand your level of Consciousness

- Respond rather react to the current

circumstances

- Engage with your inner resources

- Improve your emotional, physical,

mental, financial and spiritual well-

being

- Empower yourself with certainty

- Experience more love, peace and

gratitude

- And master your destiny

MASTER MINDSET
21 TRANSFORMATIVE WAYS TO MASTER YOUR LIFE IN THIS UNCERTAIN TIME

Editorial  Review

M A S T E R
M I N D S E T

"Diane is the voice of reason, rationale, and calm that the

world needs. Now more than ever. Her no-nonsense approach

is precise and succinct yet delivered with Diane's trademark;

unwavering care and compassion." 

- AusRom Digital Marketing Australia

#CORONAVIRUS
TO #CONSCIOUSNESS

Diane Demetre's Master Mindset: quick stats
Amazon initially refused to publish Master Mindset, an attempt at censorship that
Diane successfully fought and had overturned. 
Master Mindset debuted at #2 on pre-order at Amazon Australia 
Diane's digital media reach exceeds 11,500 with high engagement & interactivity.
Diane is a strategic sharer of any interviews and media she garners and will
discuss how she shares your interviews with you.

 
Diane is available for media interviews. For further information, contact
J'aimee Brooker (jaimee@ausromtoday.com)


